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Shuijinjiou Geoheritage
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2019 New Taipei City
Literary Prize Entries Open

The New Taipei Literary Prize, which is now in its ninth
year, is the most popular of its kind in Taiwan. The prize
continues to target and maintain a high-quality platform for
the creators of different literary genres from varied social
backgrounds. It contains categories for writers of advanced
age and youth group, and accepts genres in prose, poetry,
short story and theater plays. Submissions of graphic novel,
as the organizational committee emphasizes the correlation
between image and texts are also accepted. This year, in
light of recent development in both the society and the
creative industry, the committee also accepts submissions
in literary journalism. We strongly encourage all passionate
and dedicated writers to participate.
Penmanship, New Resident Literary Achievements
Spotlighted in New Taipei City
This year also sees the fifth year of “Word Player”
award, which promotes writing with one’s own hand, and
encourages writers to reconnect with the sensation of penholding. Last year, the committee received 1,088 entries
from the communities. Literary heavyweights, including
Lin Huang- Zhong and Chen Xin- Hui, were invited to the
judging panel. Sixty-five highly compelling pieces of life
sketch were selected. This year, no restriction is placed on
the creative premises of the elementary and junior high
school groups. For the adult entrants, the theme is restricted
to “travel writing within New Taipei City.” It is the hope
of the committee that the restrictions would ensure the
creation of more original writing.
“New Taipei City New Resident Literary Award” has
received much praise since its inauguration last year. At
present, 540,000 new residents live in the City. When one’s
own memory meets life in Taiwan, a unique life experience
is bound to be had. This year, we continue this cultural
tradition. Submissions for the Chinese Prose category
are restricted to writings in the Chinese language. For the

I

n collaboration with local collectors, New
Taipei City Gold Museum has organized
"Treasure of Golden Mountains Exhibition
of Shuijinjiou Geoheritage" This special
exhibition, which will run until October
27, will explore with you the unique
geological structure of the Shuijinjiu area,
and precious mineral resources of the region.
Non-Chinese Prose category, writings in languages such
as English, Japanese, Korean, Burmese, Pilipino, Bahasa
Indonesia, Thai and Khmer are accepted. The ability to
write in one’s own mother tongue will allow for a freer
expression, and purer snapshots of life.
Literary creation: a Bittersweet Quest for Treasure
The visual representation of the “2019 New Taipei City
Literary Prize” has combined three design elements into
one. It has considered the theme of “word collector,” a
common element shared by the three awards. Here, literary
creation is similar to a quest for treasure. A broad and
diverse literary world is uncovered through the hints and
precious collectibles laid out by words. The words piece
together the outline and image of the New Taipei City,
making the city a home of literature.
Submissions are accepted now through July 15. There are
three awards and fifteen categories, totaling TWD$1.78
million, with the single highest reward up to TWD$ 150,000.
Apart from the awards, New Taipei City Cultural Bureau
will publish a collection of all selected works, which will be
launched in the 2020 Taipei City International Book Fair.
The committee will organize a series of activities including
the literary salon, inviting winners to discuss their writings.
This is a unique opportunity for all writers for the creation
of the pinnacle of the New Taipei City literature. Please
visit our website for more information.

2019 New Taipei City Literary
Prize Entries Open
Now Until 07/15

Cultural Affairs Department, New Taipei City
Government(28F, 161 Zhongshan Road, Banqiao
District, New Taipei City)
02-2960-3456#4622
www.culture.ntpc.gov.tw

Date
Venue

Now Until 10/27

Gold Museum, New Taipei City Government

The Great Tea Alchemists : Craftsmanship of Tea
Production in Taiwan

C

ombining interactive technologies, this
exhibition approaches the spirit of generations
of Taiwanese tea-makers with a new perspective.
It will unveil the mystery of the tea making
craft, and explore the topics such as the planting
tea trees, development of tea making technique,
legacy of old tea factories, and most of all, the
heritage and innovation of master tea makers.

Date
Venue

Now Until 09/01

Pinglin Tea Museum of New Taipei City

No.19-1, Shuisongqikeng, Pinglin Dist., New Taipei City

No. 8, Jinguang Road, Ruifang District, New Taipei City

02-2665-6035

09:30-17:00 (Closed on the first Monday of each month)

Take the MRT to Xindian Station. Transfer onto the Xindian Bus Service, and

02-2496-2800

Taipei-Jinguashi: Taking bus route 1062 at the Exit 2 of Zhongxiao Fuxing
MRT Station via Jiufen and get off at Jinguashi.

A Tale of Food and Tableware-Ceramics and Culture
in Daily Lives

T

he heaven of porcelain tableware aficionados is
here! Ranging from the retro items used by the
grandmothers to the ones in vogue, you can find
tableware of various types here at once. What's
more? This show gives you the perspective of
porcelain artists and the approach of master
chefs, plus the participation of crossover artists.
This is an eye-opening event, and you will have to
refrain yourself from taking all the artworks home!

Date
Venue

Now Until 09/15

New Taipei City Yingge Ceramics Museum

No. 200, Wenhua Road, Yingge District, New Taipei City

02-8677-2727

09:30-17:00 (Closed on the first Monday of each month)

Take a commuter train to Yingge train station, the museum is a 10-minute
walk from the Wenhua Rd. exit.

09:00-17:00 (Closed on the first Monday of each month)

take the 923 or Green 12 (G12). Get off at the stop for Pinglin Junior High
School. The Museum is a 5-minute walk away.

Focused on Huwei- Tamsui
Historic photography exhibition

T

his exhibition sees the convergence of the work
of three renowned photographers. They are
Shuang-Jue, Bo, Zan-Chuan Zhang and KunHuang, Cai. Their work captures the Tamsui
ambiance they saw in the 1960s to 90s. These
images present a clear picture of the change
of the Tamsui landscape throughout several
decades, and search for the expression of the era
of Tamsui as a small town.

Date
Venue

Now Until 09/01

Fort San Domingo

No. 1, Ln. 28, Zhongzheng Rd., Tamsui Dist., New Taipei

02-2623-1001

09:30-17:00(Closed on the first Monday of each month)

MRT Tamsui station is the terminal station. Once you arrive, you can

take buses R26, 836 or 857 to Fort San Domingo

The face of a friend –
Taiwanese indigenous Mask Feature Exhibition

B

e it a shy, humble countenance,
an honest or smiling visage, or
something made of ceramics or wood,
faces of various types are coming
together to tell their stories.

Date
Venue

T

he Lin Family Mansion and Gardens will run a
special DIY program for two consecutive days
during the Dragon Boat Festival. The program
host, Shi-Bing, Li, is a street artist with forty
years of craft-making experience. Li will guide
us on how to make various types of craftworks,
as well as handmade sachets for the festival,
with recycled items. We invite you to experience
the fun of DIY in our Gardens!

No. 200, Museum Road, Bali District, New Taipei City

Date
Venue

06/07-06/08

he Lin Family Mansion and Garden

02-2619-1313

No. 9, Ximen Street, Banqiao District, New Taipei City

MRT → Tamsui MRT Station → Ferry → Shuttle Bus Red No. 13

09:00-17:00 (Closed on the first Monday of each month)

09:30-17:00 (Closed on the first Monday of each month)

Shihsanhang Museum of Archaeology; or Ferry → Shuttle Bus Red No.
22, Bus No. 704 → Ren'ai

The symphony of fabric

A

mongst the Taiwanese indigenous communities,
the Atayal people are known for their

weaving skills. Their traditional costumes are
mostly woven with ramie, then interwoven
with colored wool or with shell decoration. The
costumes includes top, vest, kerchief, skirt and
headdress. Colors vary from region to region.

Venue

Now

Wulai Atayal Museum New Taipei City

No. 12, Wulai St., Wulai Dist., New Taipei City

hrough creative Li Shi Qiao, being the first
generation of Taiwanese painter creating in
western style and media under the Japanese
rule, was a colorful experimenter and, through
his work, a commentator of social issues. This
exhibition showcases 33 most representative
works of the great master. It is an opportunity
for you to appreciate the melody of Li's artistic
life, and to step into the history of beauty in our
city.
Venue

06/08-08/18

New Taipei City Arts Center

No. 62, Zhuangjing Rd., Banqiao Dist., New Taipei City

02-2253-4417

ith a focus on the animation technique, the
organizer invites students from twelve
Taiwanese tertiary institutions to showcase
animation, posters, stills and animation creation.
This is a tour de force of all kind of animation
techniques. In addition, you will have the chance
to view those carefully selected animations
created by students in the documentary cinema.

Venue

06/01-06/30
Fuzhong 15

No 15, Fuzhong Road, Banqiao District, New Taipei City

02-2968-3600#211

09:00-18:00 (Closed on the first Monday of each month)

06/29 (Sat.)

Date
Venue

Xinzhuang Cultural Arts Cente

No. 133, Zhongping Rd., Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City

Take “Nangang Exhibition Hall–Yongning” line and get off at Xinpu Station. Then, take

for about 3 minutes before you arrive.

Swimming Pool” Stop.

Lane182, Sec.2, Wenhua Raod and turn right. Continue walking along the way

W

or the first half of the concert, the choir will perform
well-known folklore, religious and Japanese choral
music. The second half of the concert include the
quality children's musical "Little Red Socks and the
Smiley Wolf," which will be acted by all members of
the choir. This is a night for the children to showcase
the fruit of their year-long hard work, and you will be
dazzled by their musical talent.

after exit from exit 4. Get across the street, walk straight until reaching the

Take Banqiao Line (Blue line) to Fuzhong MRT Station, and leave by Exit 1.

2019 National Animation Exhibition- Déjà vu

F

02-2276-0182

Take the MRT Bannan Line (Blue Line) and get off at Xinpu Station, turn right

The Garden is an 8-minute walk from the station.

Xinzhuang Children’s Choir Annual Concert

09:00-17:00(Closed on the first Monday of each month)

02-2965-3061-3#23

Date
Date

T

Date

Now Until06/23

Shihsanhang Museum of Archaeology

The Melody of Life- Li Shi Qiao Memorial
Exhibition

Arty Play

Li Jia-Ling Metalwork Solo ExhibitionThe fragmenting Shop

T

hrough creative interpretation, Li analyzes
consumer behavior and routine of one's daily
life, and transforms personal experiences into
contemporary metal artwork and accessories.
The artist brings the scenario of and imagination
relating to shopping into her work. By making
the desire to shopping a tangible object, Li asks
the audience to assume the role of a consumer,
and to hold a dialogue with the merchandize.
Date
Venue

09:00-17:30(Closed on the first Monday of each month)

bus No. 805 or Blue No. 18 at MRT exit No. 5 and get off the bus at the “Xintai

In the Indigo WorldIndigo Dye Exhibition of Qian-Yi Wei

T

his exhibition features works that are created
through a wide range of methods. The artist,

No. 435, Zhongzheng Rd., Banqiao Dist., New Taipei City

02-2969-0366

10:00-18:00 (Closed on the first Monday of each month)

Take the "Zhonghe Xinlu Line - Luzhou Line" and get off at "St Ignatius High

School Station" or "Sanhe Junior High School". Transfer to Bus No. 221 or
306 to get off at "the end of Zhenyi South Road"

2019 New Taipei City Graduation Exhibition

T

wo o f t h e " 2 0 1 9 N e w T a i p e i C i t y G r a d u a t e
Exhibition" will be open in Yong'an Arts

the exhibitions are "Strolling with a Line" by the
university's undergraduate students, and "Three

aesthetics that is completely her own. You will be

Graduates of No 1 Wulang Street, 2019" by its

lured by the unique elegance of indigo dye.

graduate students. These exhibitions demonstrate the
boundless creativity of our young artists.

Date
Venue

Now Until 07/14

Hakka Museum New Taipei City Government

No. 239, Longen Street, Sanxia District, New Taipei City

via Exit 1, turn right at the rear of the Gate, cross the Road and proceed

station from Exit 2 and transfer to the Bus No. 310, 307, 810, 857 or 786

MRT → get off at Yongning station (Blue line), then take Taipei Bus No. 917, get

and get off at "Banqiao Junior High School, Banqiao 435 Art Zone."。

Ln. 86, Zhengyi S. Rd., Sanchong Dist., New Taipei City

02-2979-1815

the tradition, and hence creates a new kind of

Take the MRT Xindian Line to the last stop at Xindian Station, transfer to

straight ahead. Approximately 3 minutes to the Gallery.

Air Force San-Chong Village

students of the National Taichung University.,

02-2672-9996

Sindian Bus No. 849 and get off at Wulai, the terminal station.

Now Until06/30

allow her to inject innovative new style into

09:00-17:00(Closed on the first Monday of each month)

Take the MRT Blue Line and get off at Banqiao Station. Leave the

Date
Venue

has absorbed different cultural elements, which

Taking MRT Line 5 to Fuzhong Station, Exit via Exit No 2. The Gallery is located
approximately 40 meters at the rear of the Exit. Alternatively, exit MRT station

esiding in Sanchong District, the
living national treasure, artist Li
Huan-zhang who loves the art of papercutting affectionately and has the
techniques for more than 50 years has
constructed a unique artistic-aesthetics.

Center in June. In collaboration with the Fine Arts

02-2661-8162
09:30-17:00

R

with the training in traditional dyeing techniques,

06/15-06/26
435 Art Zone

The living national treasure Li Huan-zhang's "Chinese
New Year's Art of Paper-Cutting Special Exhibition"

09:00-17:00 (Closed on the first Monday of each month)

off at Dingpu station (Blue line), then take Taipei Bus No. 981.

Date
Venue

Now Until 06/24

New Taipei City Yongan Arts Center

2F., No. 390, Zhonghe Rd., Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City

02-2950-9750

11:00-19:00(Closed on the first Monday of each month)

Take the MRT Orange Line and get off at Yongan Market Station.

